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 She took one or two of them down and turned the pages over, trying to 
 persuade herself she was reading them. But the meanings of words seemed to 
 dart away from her like a shoal of minnows as she advanced upon them, and 
 she felt more uneasy still.  (Michael Frayn, Against Entropy) 
 
 I believe that the value of artists is that they think about art. Their art may or 
 may not be good but it is the fact that they spend time thinking about ideas 
 and solutions to those ideas that is valuable. Very little art changes the world 
 but the thinking about art is more likely to because of the issues artists are 
 dealing with. The relationships between … subject and object perfection and 
 imperfection, surface and depth, communication and silence … Art is a by 
 product of thought and sometimes it’s wonderful and mostly it’s not. It’s 
 people caring about these things that matters .  (Susan Michie*) 
 
About two years ago, when I saw a drawing by Susan Michie at the house of a friend, 
and knowing nothing of the artist or her work, the word which came spontaneously 
into my mind was ‘condensation’. It seemed to evoke the silent spreading of mist on 
a window pane. Something of that first intuition was confirmed in a slightly oblique 
way, when I later found that the title of the drawing included the word ‘précis’, that 
is, the ‘condensation’ of a text, where the essential meaning is abstracted by 
removing superfluous words. And this work was indeed derived from her writing. 
The rhythms and patterns of written words were present, but only as linear traces 
upon a surface, their signifying role had evaporated, along with their verbal content, 
leaving a residue of silenced writing, an abstraction of an abstraction. A little later, 
Susan showed me one of her early notebooks, and it was a revelation to see how 
many of those ideas had originated in language. Here was a person intrigued, as I 
am myself, by words and by the processes of writing. The drawings and notes were 
vivid and fascinating.   But I didn’t fully realise at the time that I was looking at the 
seeds of her later work. 
 The pictures in this exhibition were done over a period of eight years – but 
they represent the accumulation of a lifetime’s thinking. The year 1999 was a time of 
crisis for Susan Michie. She was living in London, following a series of traumatic 
events in her personal life that had left her, in a state of profound uncertainty, 
standing at a crossroads in her life. All the previous creative work she had done,   
which included film, photography and poetry, seemed to be in eclipse. She had 
undergone a course of psychoanalysis and even briefly considered training to 
become a Jungian analyst herself. 
 Then something quite remarkable happened. One day in her studio, while 
staring at the blank wall wondering where to go from here, a series of curious black 
shapes started to appear in front of her eyes as though on a screen. The images 
occurred on and off, over a period of about ten days. They were not immediately 
recognizable as anything in the outside world, but many seemed to resemble 
elementary life forms: cells and protozoa, amoebae or the bodies of primitive 
marine organisms. Others were more like vessels or wombs; one like a capital ‘A’; 
one like a dark embryo curling back on itself.   Without knowing why, she began to 
make drawings in a sketchbook, trying to capture the shapes in all their strangeness. 
‘They bore no relation to anything   that I had done before. I was in a state of 



numbness and drew the shapes in my notebook because I had nothing else to do. I 
could so easily have not drawn them. I did it rather than not doing it. It is that fact 
alone … that I realise is a life force, my life force. I could easily have sat in that 
studio for months doing nothing’. 
 Drawn in black felt-tip pen, these dense, shadowy forms lie isolated or in 
small groups on the white pages of the sketchbook, like laboratory specimens on a 
slide. They might be living things, fertile even, yet they have no internal organs.   Or 
perhaps they are all internal organs – as if their inner and outer structures were 
somehow one and the same surface. So a garment of skin, which might at the same 
time be read as viscera, is woven in dense scribbles and swirls of black – a dark 
writing. 
 These ‘archetypes’ – for that was what she felt them to be – seemed to be 
coming to her from an unknown source. Writing of that time, Susan has said, ‘I was 
still creatively shut down and at a very low ebb.’ Perhaps only a mind that had in a 
sense ‘reached the end of its tether’ could have delivered them. But perhaps that 
mind had also been doing a great deal of unconscious preparatory work. What is 
certain is that these images would prove decisive. They would provide many of the 
elements of a future vocabulary for her art. 
 Closely related to these seminal images are a number of small drawings of 
single leaves.   However these are not as straightforward as they might seem. The 
strange leaf-shapes have been removed from everything that is incidental in their 
appearance, and transformed as though by the light of the archetype. Leaves in 
nature may fade and fall, but the archetypal leaf never dies but renews itself. This is 
indeed an archaic imprint – whose inscription is within the mind. Almost as large as 
the leaves, and perhaps as much a part of the drawing, are the exotic names written 
underneath: GINKGO; SASSAFRAS IN CONNECTICUT – words with as much 
poetic resonance as the ‘specimens’ they name. 
 The same sketchbook contains ideas for texts and drawings based on the 
repetition and accumulation of words and marks. I have described these early works 
because of their importance to the development of Susan Michie’s art and to her 
thinking. It is important to bear in mind that the imagery I have been considering 
was not contrived out of a desire to produce a picture with a certain kind of ‘look’. It 
  was born from inner necessity, out of the turmoil of an individual’s life, of which 
the pictures were the hard-won flowering. 
 After this first upsurge of spontaneous material, Susan started to become 
aware that she needed a structure to help organize the bewildering profusion of 
ideas. Once again, the answer came intuitively, and from an unexpected source: the 
Bayeux Tapestry.   Sitting at her table, ‘fiddling about with measurements’, she 
made the discovery that if she divided her height – five feet five inches, into the vast 
width of the ancient embroidery, it came out at exactly 42 times. So came the idea of 
using herself as a measure to create a series of 42 drawings, each 5’ 5” x 20”, some in 
a vertical format, some horizontal – the exhibition we now see. 
 The first step would be to mark off, in pencil, a rectangle within which each of 
the drawings would be made. This rectangle, which might or might not be visible in 
the finished drawing, would function as a structural module, establishing a format 
that could be repeated. It would also denote a special ‘place‘, a site separated from 
the rest of the world, and dedicated to the performance of a particular ritual (like 
the temenos , or sacred enclosure of which Jung writes). But the form of this sacred 
enclosure would come from herself, the site would be a sheet of paper cut to a 
certain size, and the rite would be of drawing.   Susan must have felt satisfaction at 
the way all these ideas fitted together, and – to quote another of Jung’s concepts – 



at their synchronicity. At the ‘meaningful coincidence’ of having been able to relate 
her project to an existing work of art, the creation of female artists who lived a 
thousand years ago and whose names are lost. 
 Using the body as a measure is not in itself new. Primitive peoples and 
ancient civilizations all based their units of measurement on the length of the foot, 
the span of the arms and so on. And in the 20th century the modernist architect Le 
Corbusier developed his own concept of the Modulor . But we should bear in mind 
that Susan Michie’s is a ‘feminine’ module, unlike Le Corbusier’s, which was based 
on male proportions. A closer parallel might be with Eva Hesse’s use of serial 
imagery, including the grid – that most impersonal and ‘male’ device of minimalism 
–   which she adopted as a discipline to help her deal with a surfeit of chaotic 
expressionistic material, and which, paradoxically, enabled her to realize her 
personal style.   A different parallel might be with Agnes Martin, many of whose 
paintings and drawings are simply networks of vertical and horizontal pencil lines 
drawn over a pale ground. But – again paradoxically – Martin’s grids are images of 
sensuous response rather than instruments of division and control. If the grid in its 
masculine aspect appears as a figure for imposing order and uniformity upon the 
world, it has a feminine side too, as an image of relatedness without hierarchy, and 
of integration within the world.     Looking at a drawing or painting by Martin slows 
us down so that we become acutely aware of her ‘handwriting’ : the subtle variations 
in the pressure of pencil or brush on paper or gesso, the roughness or smoothness of 
a surface, the constant minute adjustments within an overall continuity, the 
mistakes and flaws which remind us that we are looking at the work of   human 
hands. All this is summed up in an apocryphal story telling of Agnes Martin’s reply 
to a questioner who frivolously asked what was the difference between one of her 
drawings and a piece of graph paper. The answer – ‘Love’. 
 A grid, then, is a modular device, and a module is a measurable unit that can 
be repeated. The processes of repetition and accumulation are central to Susan 
Michie’s work. She writes: ‘The repetition of a small mark is usually my starting 
point. A repetitive action can be obsessive (destructive) or constructive and I 
wouldn’t like to say where one becomes the other. The repetition of these small 
marks builds up an image that could be something and yet that “something” can’t 
quite be described.’ 
 The ‘small marks’ she refers to are essentially the dot and the line (the 
extension of the dot). These are her basic visual units and from these she composes 
her art. They are the micro-structures of all writing from the pictograms of pre-
literate cultures, through ancient cuneiform scripts incised on clay tablets to 
modern alphabetic writing and even to the curious digital codes that sometimes 
appear on our computer screens. 
 The principle by which she composes her pictures is (like writing) through 
building accumulations of these units. Agnes Martin called composition ‘an absolute 
mystery’ – why are certain arrangements of sounds, or lines, acceptable to the mind 
and others not? And how is it that they can communicate so directly with the minds 
of others?   I know I am going out on a limb here but I would suggest that there may 
be a connection between Martin’s ‘absolute mystery’, and the ‘something that can’t 
quite be described’ that Susan Michie refers to above. 
 Composition implies repetition and variation. The variation is mysteriously 
contained within the repetition, as each repeat differs slightly from the one before 
and the one after it. The difference is built into the repetition itself –as each micro-
event in the picture – each dot and dash – belongs uniquely to the time and   place 
of its making. 



First grid 
 
It would be hard to imagine a more dramatic change of place than Susan Michie 
experienced   when, in 2000, she left London and came to live in a remote cottage 
on that part of the   Dorset coast where she grew up. The isolation and wild beauty 
of the Isle of Purbeck are well known, and this was to be the setting for the first large 
drawing in the series of 42. ‘First grid’ is just that – a large rectangle almost 
completely filled by many smaller rectangles each made up of fine hairlines drawn 
in pen and black ink. I say ‘almost’, because in fact the compartments of the grid are 
not outlined, they are defined solely by the small rectangular bundles of lines. This 
means that the limits of each compartment are critical points. Occasionally one 
bundle does not quite meet the one next to it, and the result is a spark, a tiny flash of 
light as the white paper beneath is momentarily revealed. This slight unevenness 
generates an infinitesimal change of pace.   The white spark gives the eye a glimpse 
into another space, a transitory depth, before returning it to its slow passage across 
the surface.   This drawing, a ‘quiet surface’ like so many of Susan Michie’s, can be 
‘read’ almost like a page of writing.   I asked her how she drew the compartments 
that make up the grid, whether across the paper from left to right, or up and down 
in columns (it was up and down), and as I looked at them, my eye went inevitably to 
the top hairline of the first bundle at the top left hand corner, that first mark, made 
nearly eight years ago, of an incalculable number – a gesture of commitment to a 
labour which would   be measured not in weeks or months but in years. And I 
wondered (but didn’t ask her) if when she made it, Susan had felt anything of the 
emotion described by the Polish artist Roman Opalka, when, in 1965, aged 35, he 
prepared to paint the numeral ‘1’ in the first of a series of paintings he had conceived 
to last for the whole of the rest of his life, a project – from which there would be no 
escape other than death – of numbering from one to infinity: 
 
 Trembling with tension before the madness of such an undertaking, I dipped 
 placed the first sign, ‘1’, high up on the left, on the extreme edge of the 
 canvas, not leaving any space which did not participate in the whole logical 
 structure.  (Roman Opalka, Opalka 1965/1 – ? [translation the author]) 
 
Probably she felt quite different. But many artists would recognise this description 
of extreme nervousness at the outset of something new, mixed with exhilaration at 
the feeling of setting out on an adventure, however crazy, and sheer relief at having 
finally crossed the boundary that separates having thoughts (however wonderful) 
from actually making a physical thing. 
 There is a further point to this digression. Whatever Susan Michie’s emotion 
at that first mark may or may not have been, I think it would be correct to say that 
the whole rationale behind the work of an artist like Opalka is in any case one which 
she would find alien. It is a fine distinction, but her project is in many ways the 
direct opposite of his. The frighteningly closed-off rigour of Opalka’s numerical 
logic, and the single-minded focus of his obsession with the irreversibility of time 
are at a far remove from her own concerns. Michie’s art is just as involved with time, 
but her time is essentially lived time, time as duration, what Henri Bergson called 
‘durée’: time as we actually experience it in our lives, expanding and contracting;   
time as consciousness, the time of nature perhaps, the time of music. The titles of 
her pictures alone give a clue to this. Her marks do not record time scientifically like 
a chronometer, they are a counterpoint to time, and a meditation on time. This 
means that, tranquil though these drawings may appear, not all is ineffable 



calmness and serenity. Sometimes they must also accommodate and reflect the 
abrasions and disruptions of life.   So it is not enough to praise these drawings for 
their abstract purity and then pass on. 
 
Some traces of writing 
 
In a significant group of large pen drawings the grid loosens its hold to 
accommodate a kind of handwriting. It becomes the invisible matrix of words on a 
page. The collective title of these drawings, ‘Some traces of writing’, could apply, in a 
sense, to everything Susan has done, but refers here to the drawings which are 
developments of the ‘silenced writing’ mentioned earlier in this essay. But now the 
scale is larger, the marks bolder, the crossings and intersections of the 
superimposed texts more complex. Sometimes vertical, sometimes horizontal in 
format, these diaphanous, unravelling ‘pages’ are to writing like the delicate veins of 
a leaf-skeleton to a leaf.   One may speculate in vain about the deleted literal 
content, of which such enigmatic lines are like coded traces. We can never 
recuperate the lost writing, so we are facing an absence. But the artist has brought 
such   a lyrical sense of presence to her depictions of this loss, as to transmute it into 
the purest abstract visual poetry. To all of this Susan gives only the barest of hints in 
one of her titles, a line taken from a poem by Carla Harryman: ‘Does delicious 
silence hear delicious silence written?’ 
 
The fallibility of memory 
 
The drawings grouped under this title represent the development, on a much larger 
scale, of the early sketchbook drawings of archetypal forms which came to Susan 
Michie at the beginning like an unexpected gift at a time of crisis. But now the small 
felt tip images have been developed on a large scale, into great spreading shapes, 
some over five feet long and stippled with many thousands of dots or built up 
through dense accumulations of tiny lines. It is these micro- elements – the dot and 
the dash, that here replace the felt-tip scribbles to evoke the inner ‘organs’ of these 
shapes.   Their titles, ‘Irregular blood cells’; ‘Coming to the surface’; Slowly moving 
through time’; ‘A natural outcome’; all hint at the organic. They evoke sensations, 
yet sometimes those sensations cannot be described, as they have no names. They 
evoke emotions also, abstract emotions that escape language but can perhaps be 
communicated through music, or a special kind of poetry.   Michie’s art is poised at 
this borderline of the organic and the communicable. The drawings seem to speak of 
the intelligence of cells, the memory of liquids, of bodily rhythms, of permeability 
and flux. They evoke inbreathing and outbreathing, systole and diastole. They are 
organic, beyond all doubt. Of the body. And we experience them almost as though 
from within our own bodies. Looking at ‘Coming to the surface’ one can feel the 
sensations of floating, of rising through water. ‘Slowly moving through time’ is 
almost a depiction of duration as consciousness itself. They seem to speak from, and 
   to, a pre-natal understanding .To a fluid state before ‘feeling‘ and ‘thinking‘ 
became separated into body and mind. If it were possible for drawings to be 
sensitive to sound and silence, to heat and cold, to light and darkness, these would 
be such drawings. 
 It is right to be wary of suggesting too many parallels between the life of an 
artist and her work, but perhaps it should be mentioned that Susan Michie suffers 
from a rare deficiency of the immune system, possibly genetic in origin. When she 
speaks of the body through her work, therefore, it is from personal experience.  As 



she developed these drawings, Susan continued to reflect on the origins of the 
archetypal shapes they contained, and to consider whether they might have been 
transformed during their long journey from the unconscious. Although she knew 
that her original notation of them had been accurate, could the actual process of 
visualizing them have caused them to change? The unconscious is, by definition, 
unknown, and will always remain so. The forms and patterns of these unknown 
things enter consciousness as images, rather than the things   themselves – and not 
even mirror images. Susan speculates on how 
 
 they came to conscious thought from some far away place, maybe 
 hundreds/thousands of years ago, or maybe they are the knowledge we all 
 carry within us and don’t necessarily have occasion to remember. The 
 remembering of something ancient, or something very primitive, is where the 
 memory may have amalgamated information. Created hybrid images. Which 
 these images are an accurate description of something I don’t consciously 
 know about. 
 
There may be an analogy with the process of trying to recall a dream. If I try to write 
it down on waking, I sometimes feel I am losing details even as I write, or changing 
things from what they were. As if the process of recollection was in itself interfering. 
Perhaps the conscious mind can only deal with unconscious contents by attempting 
to filter or censor them in some way. We cannot trust our memory. 
 Susan has suggested a further analogy: of several people looking at an 
incident and trying afterwards to describe it. There will be as many different 
descriptions as there are people.   This is the theme of the film Rashomon , directed 
by Akira Kurosawa, (who interestingly trained as a painter).  Set in feudal Japan, we 
see what appears to be the rape of a woman of the upper classes and the murder of 
her husband, through the accounts of four witnesses, including the woman, the 
accused rapist and the ghost of the dead man, who is contacted through a medium. 
Their versions are mutually contradictory and the viewer is left to decide which, if 
any, is the truth. 
 The fallibility of memory, then, is part of the human condition itself. It is also 
due in part to the limitations of language. One of Susan Michie’s key texts is the 
‘Philosophical Investigations’ of Ludwig Wittgenstein, his last book, in which he 
refuted many of his own influential earlier ideas. She relishes its aphoristic style and 
its insights into the complexity of language games. With Wittgenstein in mind she 
speaks of her fascination with ‘the space between a word and its meaning… What is 
the connection between the word ‘cushion’ and the actual thing?’ While for the 
professional philosopher such thoughts are the source of endless debate, perhaps 
for the artist, following the same spirit of ‘puzzlement’ as she senses in Wittgenstein 
himself, they can be a source of creative illumination. 
 
The repeated stitch 
 
We have already seen how the primal energies of Susan Michie’s graphic language 
are contained in the dot, the dash and the line. These may dance on the white of the 
paper (as in the ‘writing’ pieces), but they may also be gathered together like the 
threads of some ancient textile. Susan is descended on her father’s side from a 
Scottish family of tweed designers and manufacturers, and she feels she has 
inherited something of this tradition. She speaks of it in the same terms as she 
speaks of archetypal patterns and images from unconscious memory. In this case, 



what went before, or what lies behind, is a direct ancestry, perhaps even, she 
suggests, a genetic predisposition. Colour, of course, is central to the tweed 
mystique, and perhaps one of the reasons why Susan does not use it to any extent is 
to escape from the family tradition. (Her father, Alastair Michie, and her 
grandmother, Anne Redpath, were both distinguished painters.) 
 As well as the aesthetics of textiles, Susan Michie is interested in the actual 
processes involved in their making – the criss-crossing of threads before they 
become something. Even the flaws in the weave, the rucked threads, the accidents in 
making which depart from the cool idea of a perfectly machined product, are part of 
the process, and remind the viewer of the origin of the work in   human labour. This 
finds an equivalent in the drawings, in an occasional hesitation, or a change in 
pressure of a line.   The symbolic connotations of weaving, where the vertical and 
horizontal axes of warp and weft are seen as a   symbol of the cross, is a subject 
beyond the scope of this essay.   So is the lost (silenced?) history of ‘women’s work’ 
throughout the ages, of which the making of textiles is such an important part. 
Here once again, the early sketchbooks reveal the genesis of these later themes. She 
had already understood the archetype of a textile. Referring to a large drawing such 
as ‘Memento mori’, she said, ‘I wasn’t looking at textiles, I realised I was expressing 
textiles.’ This analogy extends over a wide range of imagery. Some of the ‘stitch’ 
drawings are just that, where alternating blocks of vertical and horizontal strokes of 
pen or pencil do literally weave the drawing. Others evoke another kind of stitching. 
Three compositions have been built up entirely from row upon row of little crosses, 
inevitably recalling the cemeteries of two world wars. In the third of the group two 
banks of crosses advance towards one another and collide in a harsh, grating line, 
the crosses are violently thrown out of alignment and suddenly become the sutures 
of a wound roughly stitched up, the surface of the paper metamorphosed into skin… 
At the other extreme, some of her most sensuous drawings evoke flowing water, or 
light on windblown hair, or great fields of corn or grass rippling in the wind, or, as 
in ‘The Protecting Veil (homage to John Tavener), a diaphanous ancient fabric. Here 
the ‘threads’ lie in silky linear skeins. These lovely drawings have a power to quiet 
the mind; but it is the peace that follows war, the quietness after the rending apart, 
and what remains may be – a relic. 
 If these drawings convey a sense of movement, it is in the mind of the viewer 
rather than in the works themselves, which are typically controlled in   technique. 
However, some in the series make use of a much freer, more immediate way of 
working. The gestural pieces were inspired by a piece of clear plastic cutting board 
found in the workshop of a neighbour near her studio. He is a craftsman whose 
work involves cutting into pieces of foam with a broad knife, and this had been one 
of his cutting surfaces. It was covered with dense black score-lines which were the 
traces of the process. Susan was intrigued by this strange surface with its record of 
repeated gestures, and back in the studio she did a large pencil drawing   making 
deliberate use of similar broad, sweeping ‘cutting’ motions. Another, closely related 
drawing returns to the image of threads, but this time they are held in a dense 
tangle by their closeness alone rather than combed out and woven according to a 
pattern. It recalls the earliest stage in a textile, how a fabric is made up. 
Susan’s work comes out of the daily practice of art, and the idea of repeated 
disciplines and rituals is very congenial to her. Her interest in the gestural should be 
seen in this light rather than as an offshoot of expressionism. This is suggested by 
the titles of some of her pictures and in that of the short book she produced on her 
work in 2006, ‘The Art of Practice’. In her introduction to this book, Genista Lewes 
makes an apt comparison with the work of ‘musicians with their routine scales and 



exercises, the dancer at the barre’.  From these patterns of compulsive repetition can 
emerge a work which, while it may transcend its humble origins, will never forget 
what it owes to them. 
 Another group within the 42 makes use of liquid media. These are large wash 
drawings in sepia and various combinations of Chinese and Indian inks, diluted 
with water. Some use shellac, which gives a resonant tonality, like the varnish on an 
old stringed instrument. Forms seem to float dimly in this   amber depth, but 
looking closely we can see that they are the familiar rows of dots, evoking a kind of 
script, this time drawn with a brush, but   their written rhythms are muted, like 
sound waves under water. Yet others make use of the techniques of oriental brush 
drawing, a prolonged period of concentration and preparation followed by a brief 
burst of immediate, sometimes explosive action. ‘Full circle, ‘Fourteen verses’ and ‘A 
long note’ must each have been made in a matter of minutes, almost in ‘no’ time – 
as if time were suspended – unlike the ‘labour intensive’ pencil and pen drawings 
which may take several weeks to complete,   and whose essence is   related to the 
long   periods of their making.       
 
In memory of my mother   (Hazel Michie, 1923–2006) 
 
It would be wrong to impose a false unity on Susan Michie’s work . This exhibition is 
almost the opposite of what many artists might have done, a kind of ‘variations on a 
theme’. Instead of that, each of these drawings, although it may be related to others, 
is complete in itself and has its own ‘story’. But to tell all these stories would be 
beyond   my powers and certainly beyond the scope of a short essay.   I am aware of 
so much that I have had to leave out. Everyone who looks at this show, the first time 
all the drawings have been seen together, will have their favourites – or perhaps find 
it very hard to choose … For myself, I am in no doubt : it is the remarkable drawing 
which Susan made   about two years ago, in the period following the death of her 
mother. It is a memorial to a rite of passage which most of us experience, and it is 
also probably her most extreme statement. I have seldom seen a more complete and 
convincing work which uses such unbelievably minimal means. It consists simply of 
long unbroken horizontal rows of   closely spaced pencil dots stretching from one 
side of the paper to the other. They vary slightly in the density of their grouping,   
but that is all. This is the visual equivalent of a work of mourning. The opening up of 
a vast yet gentle contemplative space, which allows thoughts to drift gently, to go on 
and on, to establish a rhythm, then to break off – and then to start up again on the 
next line and drift on further, like a wordless improvised tune, an echo of that 
curious state when thought suspends thought, when repetition repeats – without 
repeating – until the ritual (and a ritual can be anything that is repeated) is over. 
Like a sentence that trails off (literally) in a row of dots… hinting that there might be 
something more to say, but it never will be said, never will be known except in the 
imagination. And the completed work, which ends, quite simply, when the limit has 
been reached, when the allotted space on the paper has been filled, is like an 
abstract image of a life now completed, and known for the first time as a whole: a 
completion that only death can bring. 
 It would be possible to see this sequence of drawings as a journey, but Susan 
sees it in another way. Recently, when the series was almost complete, we looked at 
the work together and she spoke of it as being like a plateau of ideas laid out flat, 
with herself hovering over them and able to view them all at once. This bird’s eye 
viewpoint is unexpected, but perhaps appropriate for a body of work whose essence 
is the opposite of linear and so cannot be compared with the experience of going for 



a walk. It is, rather, a simultaneous ‘showing’ of revelatory moments, each true to 
the unique idea inscribed at its origin – the archetype whose gift illumined its birth 
with an unsought radiance. 
 
 
Notes 
 
* All quotations in the text are from Susan Michie’s notes and conversations with 
the author, unless otherwise attributed. 


